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LEGEND: text to be inserted, text to be deleted, unchanged existing text, substantive
main motions.
All main substantive motions will be set off by bold and italics in green font (with related
subsidiary and incidental motions set off by highlighted italics) and will be assigned a motion
number comprising the date and a sequential number to be recorded in the Secretary's Main
Motion/Ballot Tally record located at https://tinyurl.com/lncvotes2019.
All vote results, challenges, and rulings will be set off by bold italics.
The Secretary produces an electronic OneNote notebook for each meeting that contains all
reports submitted and attached to these minutes as well as supplementary information. The
notebook for this meeting can be found at https://tinyurl.com/onenoteFeb2019ExComm. The
recording for this meeting can be found at https://youtu.be/1nxiRJ59f4.
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CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Nicholas J. Sarwark called the meeting of the Executive Committee (ExComm) to
order at 9:34 p.m. (all times Eastern Standard Time).

ATTENDANCE
Executive Committee Members Present: Nicholas J. Sarwark (Chair), Alex Merced (ViceChair), Tim Hagan (Treasurer), Caryn Ann Harlos (Secretary), Sam Goldstein (At-Large
Representative), Jim Lark (Region 5 Representative), Bill Redpath (At-Large Representative)
Other LNC Members Present: Alicia Mattson (At-Large Representative), Jeff Lyons (Region
6 Alternate)
Staff Present: None
Other Participants Present: Oliver Hall (LNC Counsel), Chris Lyons (LPMA Chair)
Gallery: Chuck Moulton

PURPOSE
Consider proposed litigation in Maine as described in the memorandum prepared by LNC
counsel attached as Appendix A.

DISCUSSION
Mr. Hall provided a verbal summary of the unconstitutionally burdensome requirements for
ballot access in Maine and fielded questions and answers. This case would be heard by the
same Court that heard and granted a preliminary injunction regarding similar issues in 2016.
It is likely that the same judge would be assigned who had ruled in our favor; however that
case was eventually settled prior to its final resolution.
Mr. Redpath moved that the LNC authorize filing a lawsuit concerning the ballot access
requirements in Maine.
Mr. Sarwark updated the LNC on the current financial situation of the Party of unrestricted
funds in the approximate amount of $11,000.00 and payables in the approximate amount of
$32,000.00. Mr. Hall clarified that the only legal costs that would be immediately due if this
suit were filed would be less than $1,000.00. He further informed the LNC that the suit would
cost the Party nothing if it prevailed and if lost, it would incur its own costs with a potential risk
of having to pay the Defendant’s costs. Mr. Hall tentatively estimated the total costs of this
suit at $5,000.00.
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Mr. Goldstein moved to amend to limit any expenditures for this litigation to $5,000.00 or less.
LPMA Chair Chris Lyons fielded questions and answers regarding contributions that can be
expected from the Libertarian Party of Massachusetts as well as anticipated costs of
compliance attempts if suit is not filed.
Voting proceeded on the Goldstein amendment as follows:
EC MEMBER Aye Nay Abst.
X
Goldstein
Hagan
X
Harlos
X
Lark
X
Merced
X
Redpath
X
Sarwark
X
TOTALS
6
0
1

This motion PASSED with a roll call vote of 6-0-1.
Voting then proceeded on the amended main motion as follows:
EC MEMBER Aye Nay Abst.
X
Goldstein
Hagan
X
Harlos
X
Lark
X
X
Merced
Redpath
X
Sarwark
X
TOTALS
6
0
1

This motion PASSED with a roll call vote of 6-0-1. [190219-1]
Mr. Sarwark reminded the LNC that Mr. Hunt is running for State House in Rhode Island with
a very good chance for a win (election date is March 5, 2019). Mr. Hunt’s campaign site is
hopewithhunt.com. He further informed the LNC that a suit regarding Arkansas ballot access
is on the horizon.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned without objection at 10:03 p.m.

TABLE OF NUMBERED MOTIONS/BALLOTS
ID#
190219-1

Motion/Ballot
Authorize litigation regarding Maine ballot access
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A
Memorandum re: Potential Maine Litigation

Author
Oliver Hall, Esq.

Respectfully Submitted,

Secretary’s Technical Notes: At the beginning of the teleconference, there were significant echo issues which
continued sporadically. At the request of several members, the Secretary inquired with the Chair if future
ExComm meetings could utilize the Zoom software as there was a per-minute charge for T-Mobile users to use
the current teleconferencing service. The Chair confirmed that this would be at the Secretary’s discretion.
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APPENDIX A
MEMORANDUM RE: POTENTIAL MAINE LITIGATION

MEMORANDUM
To:

Libertarian National Committee

From:

Oliver Hall

Date:

February 18, 2019

Re:

Litigation on Behalf of Libertarian Party of Maine

This memorandum explains the basis for proposed litigation to be filed on behalf of
the Libertarian Party of Maine (“LPME”). The goal of the lawsuit would be to reinstate LPME
as a qualified party and re-enroll its 5,000-plus former members as registered Libertarians.
Factual Background
Under Section 303 of the Maine Election Code, a new party can qualify for the ballot
by enrolling 5,000 voters within one year of filing a declaration of intent. In 2016, LPME filed
a lawsuit challenging various provisions of Maine law relating to this process. LPME won a
preliminary injunction, pursuant to which it was recognized as a qualified party in the 2016
general election, by virtue of having at least 5,000 registered Libertarian voters. The case
was ultimately settled. Thereafter, to retain its status as a qualified party, LPME was
required to enroll at least 10,000 Libertarian voters in total by the second general election
after it qualified – i.e., the 2018 general election. LPME failed to register 10,000 voters in
time. As a result, it has been disqualified, and the 5,000-plus voters who registered as
Libertarian have been designated as “unenrolled” or independent.
Proposed Litigation
LPME proposes to file a new that would challenge the constitutionality of the following
provisions of the Maine Election Code:
§301: requiring that a newly qualified party must have enrolled at least 10,000 voters
by the second general election after it qualifies, and thereafter;
§304: disqualifying any party that fails to comply with §301;
§306: designating voters enrolled in a party disqualified under §304 as unenrolled;
§335: establishing primary election nomination petition requirements of 2,000
signatures for Governor and Senator and 1,000 signatures for US Congress; further
requiring that signatures be from qualified voters who are registered members of the
party.
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The lawsuit would allege that the foregoing provisions violate the First and Fourteenth
Amendment rights of LPME and its members. The plaintiffs can assert at least three
potentially viable claims.
The first claim would allege that the 10,000-voter registration requirement imposed
by Section 301 is unduly burdensome and cannot be justified by any legitimate state
interest; since the state has determined that 5,000 members is sufficient for a new party to
qualify for the ballot, it has no rational basis for requiring that same party to double its
membership after just two general elections in order to remain qualified. Further,
disqualifying a party like LPME is especially irrational since it had more than 5,000
registered members when it was disqualified – i.e., more than enough to immediately qualify
again as a new party.
The second claim would challenge the unenrollment provision of Section 306 on the
ground that it violates LPME members’ voting rights and freedom of speech and
association. These voters registered as Libertarian, not independent, and the state has no
rational basis for designating them as independents.
The third claim would challenge the primary ballot access signature requirements
imposed by Section 335 separately and in conjunction with the 10,000-member
requirement imposed by Section 306. As applied to LPME, these requirements plainly
exceed the constitutional limits established by Supreme Court precedent, because they
require candidates to demonstrate support from as much as 30 percent of the eligible voters
(the Supreme Court has struck down requirements in excess of 5 percent of eligible voters).
In addition, because the Section 335 signature requirements make it virtually impossible for
LPME candidates to appear on the ballot, they make the 10,000-member requirement
imposed by Section 306 unduly burdensome. The state cannot reasonably require a new
party to double its membership in just two election cycles when it makes it impossible for
the party’s candidates to appear on the ballot.
Venue, Counsel and Costs
This case would be filed in the Federal District Court for the District of Maine. I believe
I have found competent counsel who would be willing to represent LPME pro bono. I would
serve as co- counsel. We would both seek admission to the court pro hac vice. The fee for
such admission is $100 each. Additionally, the filing fee is $400, and there would be
incidental costs for postage and related expenses. The greatest expense would be for
travel. We should anticipate at least two trips to Maine during the lower court proceedings,
for pre-trial conferences and hearings. Taken together, therefore, expenses for the case
could amount to $5,000 or more (although hopefully less). Also, in the event that the state
prevailed, the plaintiffs could be liable for the state’s costs (not attorney’s fees). If the state
mounted an aggressive defense, including taking depositions, this could amount to $5,000
or more.
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Conclusion
I look forward to answering any questions and discussing the merits of this
case with the Executive Committee.
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